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Facebook Updates
The new "Home" page will now show you reels, stories,
and content that its automated system recommends for
you. Videos will be chosen FOR YOU - less content posted
by family and friends inside your feed. Like TikTok, it will
show you videos and other items it thinks you will like,
regardless of whether you follow or are friends with
its creators.
By ﬁltering content from personal connections out of the
primary Home screen, Facebook's experience will begin
to look and feel much more like a content and product
discovery engine than a social networking site.

Facebook just wants to entertain you, and keep you on
the app as long as possible.
Facebook ranks second most popular for short-form
video content —behind YouTube.

Instagram Updates
Video content, algorithm-driven recommendations, and
feed experiments have become more visibly prominent
on Instagram in the past few months. This new update
featured photos and videos in a new TikTok-style format
that takes up your entire screen and forces you to swipe
between individual posts.
As more users receive this update, more DISLIKE the app.
A post accusing Instagram of “trying to be TikTok,” titled
“Make Instagram Instagram again,” has had over 1.8
million likes since it was posted. It’s also been re-shared
by both Kylie Jenner and Kim Kardashian. Instagram is
now halting its plan (which took MONTHS to roll out) to
make its social media platform more like TikTok due to
this post.
The last time a Kardashian posted about a social media
platform, Snapchat lost over $1 billion dollars.

Twitter Updates
CoTweet
It lets users invite any public account that follows them
to co-author a tweet together.
New Shopping Feature
Help Marketers keep audiences up to date on product
launches or new sales.
REMIND ME BUTTON - you can get notiﬁed whenever
a company tweets about an upcoming product or
sale. If users want to learn more about the product,
they can click on the merchant’s tweet, which will
take them directly to the Products Detail Page. This
page will show the price, photo, and product
description, as well as a clickable hashtag that will let
users look up what other shoppers on the platform
have to say about the product.

TikTok Updates
Young people spend more than 90 minutes a day
watching TikTok.
Follow Me Program
An educational experience designed to help small and
medium businesses leverage the power of TikTok to
drive real-world results.
The Follow Me experience informed small businesses
about the best practices in how to integrate their
brand’s story into their TikTok videos.
Step-by-step guidance on how to start and grow on
TikTok, Follow Me users will have access to
professional tips from other small business owners.
They will also receive invites to exclusive learning
opportunities.

TikTok Updates
Nearby Content Feed
Displays content posted by users in your current location.

For example, if your “For You” page often displays
restaurant recommendations or must-see hiking
spots, the Nearby feed should show you videos of
restaurants and hiking trails that are near you. This
will be a big consideration for brands.
A dedicated local feed could give you access to a huge,
engaged nearby user group - According to Google,
almost 40% of young people now refer to TikTok or
Instagram instead of Google Search when they’re
looking for a place to eat, that could present a huge
promotional opportunity.

-

NEW SERVICE

TikTok Ads

What is TikTok?
TikTok is a short-form, video-sharing app that allows
users to create and share 15-second videos on
any topic.
Recently, this 15-second video limit has been
extended and TikTok videos can now be up to 10
minutes long!
TikTok harbors the idea of a decrease of importance
on follower count by utilizing their “For You” Page.

TikTok Business Center
Very similar to Facebook – Manage multiple accounts,
assets, and users in a single place.
Create advertiser accounts and grant access to
other partners.
Create audience segments and track performance.

3 TYPES OF ADS

In-feed Native Ads
(most common)
$10/CPM

3 TYPES OF ADS

Brand Takeover ads
$50,000 / day
Ad will play as soon as a targeted
TikTok user opens their app.
Interested users will click on the ad,
and you will redirect them to a page
on your website.
TikTok ensures that users see only
one brand takeover ad per day.
If you manage to use a brand
takeover ad, ensure the landing page
is of high enough quality to warrant
the cost.

3 TYPES OF ADS

Hashtag Challenge
$150,000 / week
Brands sponsor a hashtag, and while
you have to pay for the hashtag
challenge ads that begin this process,
the hashtag challenge posts made by
participants are eﬀectively free
publicity.
Instead of trying to make an organic
challenge go viral, you can promote
them to help them gain traction early
on. Keep them fun and easy to
encourage more TikTokers to do
them.
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Instagram Could See
More Full-Screen
Experiences Roll Out
We’ll likely see more full-screen experiences with new
tests constantly rolling out.
Pushing reels has become a top priority for Instagram
to lengthen users' time on the app.
Facebook has tested optional full-screen experiences,
full-screen experiences for just reels, and the entire
home feed.

Video is Still as
Important as Ever
In order to compete with TikTok, top social media
players are pushing short-form content.
YouTube Shorts.
Facebook/Instagram Reels.
With platforms prioritizing this content, it’s more
important that clients incorporate this into their social
media strategy.
UGC can help to create organic feeling posts and
ads within these platforms.
Video is still important in the places it always has
been: programmatic display, Facebook feed, IG stories,
and more.

Old

New Facebook
Objective Roll Out
Facebook has begun condensing its objectives.

New

Brand Awareness & Reach have been grouped
together under “Awareness.”
Consideration goals such as video views and
messages have been removed.
Conversion goals are now grouped as just “Sales.”
New objectives remove ambiguity between
similar goals.

Current Trends

Summer Occupancy Declines
Many clients have experienced revenue and occupancy declines this
summer, reﬂected in our digital marketing campaigns. A few reasons
for this:
The current economic climate
Inﬂation
Fears of recession
Many travelers have already taken their “big trip” of the year post-covid.
There is a huge increase in demand for International travel, thus hurting
our domestic clients.
Pivots and Solutions
Relying on Adara’s travel-intent data to focus on engaged travelers.
Utilizing the drive market and local audiences (gas card campaigns were
big this summer, for example) to compete with International travel.
Increased focus on amenities and on-property experience. What are the
key LTSCAs we can highlight?

First Party Data
Continued emphasis on gathering ﬁrst-party data in the wake
of the cookieless world.
Facebook lead generation campaigns for email data.
Website sign up forms / popups.
Adara travel intent audiences.

Focus on Storytelling
Use of storytelling through ad campaigns for authenticity
…less “salesy” in advertising, more organic content.
Supported by new ad types:
Collection
Short form video (Tik Tok / Reels)
Instant Experience

-

What are Collection ads?
Collection ads are a type of ad format that allows people to
move from discovery to purchase in an immersive way.

COLLECTION ADS

Instant Storefront
You have a catalog with four or more products and display
them in a grid so people can browse in one place.
You have one main video or image to highlight,
followed by related products that drive people to your
website or app to make a purchase.
Organize products from your catalog into relevant
groupings such as “Suggest for you” and “Most Viewed.”

COLLECTION ADS

Instant Lookbook
You want people to see your products in action.
You want to create a digital version of an existing
print catalog.
You want to tell a brand story while also encouraging
product sales.

COLLECTION ADS

Instant Customer
Acquisition
You want to drive conversions on your mobile
landing page.
You want people to take a speciﬁc action on your
website or app.
You have high-quality images or videos that show
oﬀ your oﬀerings.

COLLECTION ADS

Digital Circular
Reach local customers with your latest oﬀers and deals
that drive traﬃc to your stores.

COLLECTION ADS

Custom Instant
Experiences
This is the one we often use due to not having “stores”
or “physical products” to sell.
You can build your own layout and more design and
interaction options.
Needs to have 5 images.

COLLECTION ADS

AR Experiences
Import a camera eﬀect into your instant experience to
inspire people to interact with your brand.

Prospecting and Retargeting Collection Ads

Prospecting

Retargeting

Try text on the main image.

Oﬀer in headline - ex: 30% oﬀ a suite.

Use lifestyle images.

Pictures of the hotel, rooms and food.

Show images of the
experiences/activities.

-

Questions?
Contact us today to get started.
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